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There exists a path-connected 
dability is undecidable. 
subspace of the plane for which graph embed- 
From Edmonds’ Permutation Theorem ([ 3, 11) and a generalization due to 
Stahl [6], it follows that graph embeddability is decidable for all surfaces, 
orientable as well as nonorientable. We show the existence of a topological 
space G such that there is no algorithm to decide whether a finite graph is 
embeddable in G. In fact, G will be a path-connected subspace of the real 
plane. 
We begin by defining a set S of disjoint graphs G,, n > 3. The graph G, is 
obtained from the n-cycle C, by replacing each edge by two parallel edges. 
Clearly, each G, is 2-connected and planar. In addition, these graphs have a 
useful property which we prove as a lemma. 
LEMMA 1. No subdivision of G, is isomorphic to a subgraph of G, for 
m # n. 
Proof. This follows easily from the observation that, for each G,, every 
pair of adjacent vertices is connected by three disjoint paths, while nonad- 
jacent vertices are connected by only two disjoint paths. 4 
Since the set S is infinite, it must have a subset T such that there is no 
algorithm to decide whether a G, in S belongs to T [4]. Let us now take the 
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union of all G, in 7’, distinguish an arbitrary vertex in each, and identify 
these vertices, obtaining a graph G. We observe that G has unique cut vertex 
V, and the blocks of G are isomorphic to the G, belonging to 2’. Graph G is 
easily seen to be planar. (This would also follow from a result of Dirac and 
Schuster [2], according to which a countable graph all of whose finite 
subgraphs are planar, is planar itself.) 
Let us take an embedding G of G into the plane. Clearly G is a path- 
connected subspace of the plane. To each subgraph H of G corresponds a 
subspace fi of G. In particular, 0 corresponds to the unique cut vertex v of 
G. We are almost ready to show that G is the promised topological space. 
We need to prove, however, one additional lemma. 
LEMMA 2. If a 2-connected graph H is embedded in G, then H is 
embedded in some G,, . 
Proof: Let f: [0, 1 ] -+ G be a topological embedding of the closed unit 
interval into G. Suppose that its image f( [0,1 1) does not contain 6. Since 
each G, is a finite graph, each G, is closed. We have 
where the f - ‘(G,) are pairwise-disjoint closed subsets of [0, 11. However, 
[0, 1 ] cannot be the union of a family of at least two and at most a coun- 
table number of pairwise-disjoint nonempty closed sets [5]. Thus, f( [0, I]) is 
contained in a single G,. The lemma now follows. 1 
THEOREM. There is no algorithm to decide whether a finite graph is 
embeddable in G. 
ProoJ: The proof is by contradiction. Suppose there were to exist such an 
algorithm A i . Then we would have the following algorithm A, to decide 
whether a G, in S belongs to T, contradicting our choice of T: 
1. Using algorithm A i , determine whether G, is embeddable in G. 
2. If not, then G, & T. 
3. If so, then since G, is 2-connected, by Lemma 2 it is embeddable in 
G, for some G, E T. Since every vertex of G, has degree at least 3, G, must 
have a subdivision isomorphic to a subgraph of G, . However, by Lemma 1, 
this is possible only if m = n. Hence G, E T. 1 
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